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To whom it may concern 

I am writing in regards to the bill being put forward to parliament to extend the current Public Health and Other 
Legislation bill to October 31, 2022. I vehemently oppose the extension of this bill and the powers that it affords the 
Chief Health Officer.  

Covid is no longer an emergency. As we are now entering the third year of this virus being within the world and our 
communities we have all the data to prove that it’s not the threat that was initially feared and we know who is 
vulnerable and at risk. Queensland has already experienced the peak that was expected and in terms of health 
we’ve faired brilliantly. What has suffered, however, are the businesses and families that have been effected by the 
tyrannical leadership of this government under the rouse of “public health and safety” by the powers of such a bill 
like this. I’m angered and disappointed at this governments willingness to dictate how we live, the creation of 
division of vaccinated and unvaccinated within the community and the loss of thousands of skilled and valuable 
workers in essential services (like health and education). This bill should never have been extended past Christmas 
once the boarders opened and the spread of the virus became inevitable.  

It’s done, time to get back to normal and rebuild our community and livelihoods. Stop the scare tactics. Stop the 
unwelcome dabbling in peoples lives. Stop the mandates. Stop this bill! 

Regards, 

Rebecca Cameron 
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